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Once your submission has been received the submission becomes a public document and may be made
publicly available to anyone who requests it. You may request that your contact details be kept
confidential, but your name, organisation and your submission itself will become a public document.

Submission on application

APP202804

number:
Name of submitter or contact for

Tim Sandall

joint submission:
Organisation name

Pan Pac Forest Products Limited

(if on behalf of an organisation):
Postal address:

Pan Pac Forest Products Ltd

Telephone number:

Email:
I wish to keep my contact details confidential
The EPA will deal with any personal information you supply in your submission in accordance with the Privacy Act
1993. We will use your contact details for the purposes of processing the application that it relates to (or in
exceptional situations for other reasons permitted under the Privacy Act 1993). Where your submission is made

publicly available, your contact details will be removed only if you have indicated this as your preference in the tick
box above. We may also use your contact details for the purpose of requesting your participation in customer
surveys.

The EPA is likely to post your submission on its website at www.epa.govt.nz. We also may make your submission
available in response to a request under the Official Information Act 1982.

NewZealand Government

www.epa.govt.nz
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I support the application
I oppose the application
I neither support or oppose the application
The reasons for making my submission are : (further information can be appended to your submission, see
footnote).

Through STIMBR and FOA there has been a significant review of scientific literature whereby 'ethanedinitrile' (EDN)was
identified as the most promising alternative fumigant to methyl bromide. Draslovka, has applied to the EPA for approval to
register and import 'ethanedinitrile' (EDN) into New Zealand as an alternative to methyl bromide and they have invested
heavily on research and applications not only in New Zealand but other countries as well. From our involvement with

STIMBR, it appears EDN (subject to EPA approval) provides a cost-effective and environmentally acceptable alternative to
Methyl bromide.
Pan Pac acknowledge that EDN is non-ozone-depleting nor is it considered a greenhouse gas, breaks down rapidly and
dilutes more quickly and easily in the environment degrading to a form ofammonia and carbon dioxide. It also doesn't remain
as a residue in the environment nor does it accumulate in either the soil, or in plants or animals.

Therefore its Pan Pac submission to support Draslovka in their application to seek approval to import EDN for use as a
fumigant for "in hold" and "on shore" applications on export logs and timber in New Zealand.
There are details of Pan Pac's sumission in Addendum 1

All submissions are taken into account by the decision makers. In addition, please indicate whether or not you also
wish to speak at a hearing if one is held.

I wish to be heard in support of my submission (this means that you can speak at the hearing)
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission (this means that you cannot speak at the hearing)
If neither box is ticked, it will be assumed you do not wish to appear at a hearing.

I wish for the EPA to make the following decision:
Approval to import ethanedinitrile (EDN), a fumigant for use on timber/logs under commercial conditions

1 Further information can be appended to your submission, if you are sending this submission electronically and attaching a file we accept the
following formats - Microsoft Word, Text, PDF, ZIP, JPEG and JPG. The file must be not more than 8Mb.
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PAN PAC FOREST PRODUCTS LIMITED Private Bag 6

Submission to the Environmental Protection Authority
Email: EDN@epa.govt.nz

PAN PAC FOREST PRODUCTS LIMITED

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Pan Pac Forest Products Limited is in SUPPORT of the application to import EDN APP202804, as a fumigant for use
on timber/logs under commercial conditions.

INTRODUCTION:
a) Pan Pac Forest Products Limited (Pan Pac) has been growing, processing and delivering radiata forest products to
international customers for over 40 years. Pan Pac is a fully integrated forest products company. Company

activities include the ownership and management of over 35,000 Ha ofradiata pine forests, operation of two
sawmills (one in Hawkes Bay and one in Otago) producing over 550,000m3 of lumber and operation of a
290,000adt pulp plant for pulp export.
b) To complement our domestic activities, Pan Pac exports approximately 275,000 JAS of export logs per annum
fi-om the Port ofNapier, earning total sales revenues of approximately US$38,000,000 (NZ$52,000,000).
c) Pan Pac's key export log markets are China and Korea with some volume to India.

d) Of Pan Pac export log volume, approxmiately 85% of it requires fumigation. Where possible Phosphine is used "in
hold" in transit to market, however where this is not achievable "on deck" fumigation is required using methyl
bromide.

• India requires both "in hold" fumigation and "on deck" fumigation to be carried out with methyl bromide they do not at this stage accept Phosphme as a suitable fumigant from New Zealand.
• China accepts Phosphine "under-deck" fumigation while "on deck" fumigation must be methyl bromide.

e) Pan Pac contracts Marshalling, Stevedoring and Fumigation services at the Port to undertake the log receival,
storage, inventory management, fumigation and vessel loadmg processes. Accordingly Pan Pac employ many

contractors and their staff to undertake these activities as well there are some 5-6 ancillary local jobs that relate
directly to these activities.
f) Pan Pac understand the EPA requirement that methyl bromide be phased out or recaptured by October 2020. Pan
Pac requires robust Health, Safety and Environmental management practices and therefore have and continue to

work with STIMBR and FOA to meet such requirements regarding the phasing out or recapture of methyl
bromide.

IF NO ALTERNTIVE TO METHYL BROMIDE
a) Pan Pac is concerned that if an alternative to methyl bromide is not identified, approved and then used in the future
for phytosanitary treatment for log exports from New Zealand it will have a significant impact.
b) If Pan Pac were unable to complement our forest growing and processing facilities with a log export program and
using methyl bromide as the fumigant required for exports to China and India, there would be a significant
negative impact on Pan Pac directly as well the wider Hawks Bay community - let alone the wide NZ Forestry
sector.

PAN PAC SEE 'EDN' AS AN ALTERNATIVE
a) Through STIMBR and FOA there has been a significant review of scientific literature whereby 'ethanedinitrile'
(EDN) was identified as the most promising alternative fumigant to methyl bromide.
b) Draslovka, has applied to the EPA for approval to register and import 'ethanedinitrile' (EDN) into New Zealand as
an alternative to methyl bromide and they have invested heavily on research and applications not only in New
Zealand but other countries as well. Pan Pac understand EDN has recently been approved in Australia. From our

involvement with STIMBR. Is appears EDN (subject to EPA approval) provides a cost-effective, safe and
environmentally acceptable alternative to Methyl bromide.
c) Pan Pac acknowledge that EDN is non-ozone-depleting nor is it considered a greenhouse gas. However, it's highly

volatile, but breaks down rapidly and dilutes more quickly and easily in the environment degrading to a form of
ammonia and carbon dioxide. It also ddoesn't remain as a residue in the environment nor does it accumulate in
either the soil, or in plants or animals.

Us Pan Pac submission 1o support Draslovka in their application to seek approval to import EDN for use as a
fnmigantfor "in hold" and "on shore" applications on export logs and timber in New Zealand.

